
Decision That Needs 
Making

1. Identify whether the situation is 
generic or an exception

Questions To Ask:
1. Is this a generic situation or an exception?
2. Is this something that underlies a great many occurences?
3. Is this occurrence a unique event that should be treated as such?

2. Define the boundary conditions 
which the answer to the problem 
must satisfy.

Questions To Ask:
1. What are the minimum goals the solution must obtain?
2. What conditions must the solution satisfy?
**ID boundary conditions and make sure they are compatible with 
one another**

3. Identify the solution that will fully 
satisfy boundary conditions before 
attention is given to compromise, 
adaptation and concession.

Questions To Ask:
1. What are the minimum goals the solution must obtain?
2. What conditions must the solution satisfy?
3. If I had to live with this solution for a long time, would I be willing 
to?
**ID boundary conditions and make sure they are compatible with 
one another**

4. Convert the decision to action - 
establish action commitments.

Questions To Ask:
1. Who has to know of this decision?
2. What action has to be taken?
3. Who is to take it?
4. What does the action have to be so the people who have to do it 
can do it?

5. Measure the outcome.

Questions To Ask:
1. What metric can we use to determine if the decision has been 
successful or not?
2. Which metrics provide the correct incentive to support the desired 
result?
**Metrics by which success or failure of decision is to be measured 
are built into the decision and it's execution.**

4 Types Of Occurrences
1. Truly Generic - occurrence is symptom of generic issue
2. Unique Event For Organization, But Not History - look outside 
business for advice and guidance
3. Truly Unique Event - RARE - when one appears, ask "Is this a true 
exception or a manifestation of a new generic problem?"
4. Early Manifestation Of New Generic Problem - NOTE: #1, 2, and 4 
require generic solutions b/c they will be seen again - thus require a 
principle to solve them

1. Gather opinions

- Opinions must be tested against facts
- Opinions are untested hypotheses and thus should NOT be argued
- ASK "What do we have to know to test the validity of this 

hypothesis?"

2. Find appropriate 
measurements

- Traditional measurement reflect yesterday's decisions, new decision 
requires new measurement

- you must go and look - do not simply take people's word - SEE it

3. Find out WHY 
people disagree

- Effective decision makers create dissension & disagreement
- DO NOT make a decision unless there is disagreement
- if there is ONLY consensus, something is being missed
- disagreement provides alternatives, there must always be 

alternatives
- make case for each opposing viewpoint as to why it is right

5. Compare effort & 
risk of action to risk 

of inaction

IF "YES", continue to Step 5

4. ALWAYS ASK: 
"Is a decision really 

necessary?"

- You can always do nothing
- ASK "What will happen if we do nothing?"

- IF answer is "It will take care of itself." -> DO NOT INTERVENE
- Decisions are a shock -> don't do unnecessary surgery!

- ACT if benefits greatly outweigh cost & risk and ;
- ACT or DO NOT ACT; but DO NOT "hedge" or compromise

- DO NOT give in to cowardice and call for more time, another 
study etc.

- Listen to inner voice, gut instinct etc. and if all is green, MOVE 
FORWARD even when it is distasteful or difficult
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